
When we see a patient that is our responsibility to care for over many visits,  CMS has released 
G2211 to be added to EVERY visit that has a 99201-99215 E/M code, which is not modified by 
a 25 as when a wellness exam is performed or a vaccination is given. The rules are easy to 
follow, and absolutely a positive force to add to our visits, both primary care and specialists 
who see the same patients over and over again should add this code to their encounter.

CGM APRIMA allows you to create a Chief Complaint which should be named G2211. Add a 
symptom named G2211 then a category also named G2211 and then an element "add a 
G2211 to today's visit". This is then modified to add the procedure G2211 so it appears in the 
super bill automatically. Once this appears in your must frequently used list the process is only 
2 clicks. These two clicks gets you .33 wRVUs and an average of $16-$18 additional revenue 
dollars added to your E/M code.

.

How it is done:
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Code G2211 it was made for ALL of us!
CMS created this code to better account for the resource costs associated with the complexity of our visits. It is 
an opportunity to receive extra revenue without the need for any extra work - either with extra charting nor 
additional time. It can be created for us with in CGM APRIMA as a separate part of the HPI, and all it takes is 
2-3 clicks to successfully bill it. It gives us an additional 0.33 wRVUs to our E/M codes and in the NYC area pays 
$18.56.
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About CompuGroup Medical

CompuGroup Medical is one of the leading e-health companies in the world. Its 

software products are designed to support all medical and organizational activities in 

doctors’ offices, pharmacies, laboratories, hospitals and social welfare institutions. Its 

information services for all parties involved in the healthcare system and its web-

based personal health records contribute towards safer and more efficient healthcare. 

CompuGroup Medical’s services are based on a unique customer base of more 

than 1.6 million users, including doctors, dentists, pharmacists and other healthcare 

professionals in inpatient and outpatient facilities. With locations in 19 countries and 

products in 56 countries worldwide, CompuGroup Medical is the e-health company 

with one of the highest coverages among healthcare professionals. More than 8,500 

highly qualified employees support customers with innovative solutions for the 

steadily growing demands of the healthcare system.
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